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Never a Dull Moment!

SoCo Regional Council

This is the last SoCo news before the
This past year SoCo has been busier
AGM which will be held on 20�� October via
than I have ever known it.
zoom. If you are member of the IAC or a
It all started at the AGM when the member of an IAC Affiliated Club you are
revised Constitution was approved and a entitled to attend the meeting and you can
new Regional Council was elected with be nominated for election to the Council.
members from right across our patch.
If elected, you will be able influence
amateur film making across our region. It’s
Competition
Lockdown came along and the annual not too time consuming particularly this
competition, one of our main services to year as the Council have been meeting on
members, was thrown into question. As a line via Zoom. This has proved to be really
result, the competition received a successful - no travelling or expense.
So, I do ask you to consider standing
complete revamp and went 100% online
for election to the Council. Full details of
and the result was phenomenal.
This year we received 73 entries from how to be nominated together with the
across the region covering everything from AGM Agenda are inside (page 7)
Time to say Goodbye
documentary to drama, music, animation
and travel. Duration times varied from 36
Lastly, after 5 years, my wife Eileen,
seconds to 18 minutes.
who is the SoCo Secretary and, until
recently, Treasurer, and I have decided not
SoCo TV Channel
to stand for reelection this year and so our
roles will need to be filled at the AGM.
We personally thank all who have
supported us and wish the 2020/21
Regional Council and all SoCo film makers
every success going forward.

Tom
Hardwick
Robert Paget

Alan
Wallbank

Dave Jones
again

Lee Prescott

Tony Colburn
The sheer variety has been staggering
and the show is now available for you to
watch and enjoy on your PC, Smart TV,
Tablet or Smartphone via the SoCo
YouTube Channel. Inside (page 9) you will
find 3 Internet links, simply choose the
three competitions in any sequence and
one click will take you there. A great
opportunity to view some of the best
amateur video all in one place.
Please support our video makers and
share the experience.

Judging
Process

SoCo Regional Council

Over the last few months I have heard people talk
about, “When we get back to normal.” But, I’m not sure
that will ever happen. We will have a new normal that
combines some of the ways we used to do things with
new, alternative ways of doing things. And, in my
opinion, that’s not a bad thing.
Many of us have been “forced” into using technology
that perhaps we would not have done otherwise. Zoom
is a case in point. Family groups, Video Clubs and SoCo
Council have continued to meet virtually via Zoom.
Now I don’t think that Virtual Meetings will totally
replace Video Club meetings for ever, but they have
certainly opened our eyes to what is possible.

Bristol, BFVS, is just one example of what can be
achieved by turning a negative into a positive. They have
very generously opened their virtual meetings to guests
from outside their club membership.
Declan Smith recently gave an excellent overview of
DaVinci Resolve, a FREE to use video software editing
programme. He gave a whistle stop tour through it
looking at it’s main features and methods of working. It
would be a relatively easy learning process if you are
already familiar with the concepts of video editing.
So special thank to BFVS and it’s online contributors.
Keep Smiling, Pip
pipcritten@googlemail.com

What follows is the way that I approach judging a film
When I have viewed the film, naturally, I will have an
competition. Other judges may have similar or wildly opinion about it. I then go through each category and
different approaches and that’s fine. This is my method.
allocate a score against the set scoring system. This can
It’s not just watching films and arbitrarily saying, shock me, even though I am the one doing the scoring. It
“That’s the best one.” Because, best what? Best story, may be that a film that was memorable for it’s shot
best photography, best music, of most interest to me and composition gets an overall low score because of other
so on. There needs to be a formal objective system to elements, like sound and editing was not as good as it
could be. Or conversely a film with a poor sound track had
hang our subjective opinion on.
everything else spot on [in my opinion].
Let’s take the SoCo Competition as an example. Tony
Whilst the film is still fresh in my mind, I write up my
Colburn, who has been expertly organising our
competitions for the past few years, devised a scoring comments trying as best as I can to make them polite and
system that cover not only the technical skills but appeal kind. I would not say that a poor film was good, that’s not
as well. [Tony talks more about this in his article on page helpful at all. Where something is not as good as other
films, I would try and phrase my comments in a
eight].
constructive way.
This system allows a
When I have seen all the films, I moderate my own
technically perfect film with
work.
I will reorder the spreadsheet by judging categories.
a poor story to be graded
alongside a film with a Then check that I have been consistent in my scoring. For
brilliant story line but example, I ask myself; if you scored that film 8 for camera
lacking in film making skills. skills, is it right that this one was higher or lower and by
It gives an overall score for how much. I adjust as necessary. I do that for each
each film. The scoring category in isolation so that I can be sure in my own mind
system should eliminate a that I have been as fair as I possibly can be.
film unjustly being chosen
The one that comes out with the highest overall score
by a judge as being best just will then be my particular choice of best film in category.
because the topic is of
My score and comments go back to Tony who will take
special interest to them.
the scores from the other judge in my team and average
So, the process I them out. There is further moderation as detailed in
adopted was to set up a Tony’s article which ultimately results with the winners
spread sheet that has all the being selected.
categories across the top
So, I think that the SoCo Competition judging is just
and each film down the side. This enables me to feed a about as fair as you can make it. You may agree or
score for each category in and calculate totals for each disagree with the outcome and you will each have your
film as I watch them.
own opinion and experience of judging.
The one thing that has become more difficult in recent
What do you mean you haven’t judged! Every time
years is that the standard of entry seems to be getting you switch TV channels because you are bored or
better and better.
uninterested, every time you have stayed on a channel
As I watch each film, trying to keep my eyes on the because you find it engaging, every time you have
screen and ears on the sound track, I write the occasional watched something and said that was good or that was
note without really looking at the page. [Yes, I know, a rubbish – you were judging – even if you didn’t say it out
man trying to multi task!]
loud.
Pip

Dear Sir,

Dear Editor,

May I thank Robert for his “Tips and Advice” “Penny
Cup 2020” article published in August 2020. For some
unknown reason, I found myself smiling, as his
penmanship is not without a thread of humour
throughout.

Having attended a Zoom presentation organized by
Robert touched upon the point of saving to DVD an
Bristol Film and Video Society, I would like to applaud MP4 file. It is common belief that an MP4 file is superior
their efforts. The presentation was about DaVinci Resolve to MP2, however, MP2 carries far more uncompressed
but was an eye opener for me on several levels.
video data than an MP4 and, believe it or not, can produce
1. The presentation (2 hours) was excellent. What a a better picture. The MP4 was developed for the
package free DaVinci is! Anyone looking for a new editing computer, which it accepts in the blink of an eye. MP4 can
method should consider it. IMO it’s stunning. Is it better carry metadata, and often the DVD track space taken up
than Premiere? Not necessarily. But it has many workflow by MP4 can be larger than an MP2 for the same film. (This
features you wish were in Premiere. Not enough to have isn’t aimed at Robert, he probably knows this.)
me change now but … free? You never know.
SoCo is often proven an ice breaker, when it comes to
2. There were 50+ attendees from as far apart as ‘us & them’, in that its arrival brings home our common
Nuneaton, Surrey and Falmouth. Impressive. What’s interest, now two-fold, namely, filmmaking and lock
happening here, by accident or design, is broader down, which tend to complement each other … sort of.
integration of IAC clubs countrywide.
Reading between the lines, and probably stemming
3. Zoom (other brands are available) is a way for clubs from years of practise, Robert’s imagination is fired up by
and people to interact and collaborate easily. It’s fresh the need to create and he went into the various aspects
and stimulating, and it’s great to share thoughts with of his films, which included ‘orphaned’ footage of a boat
having lost propulsion; this being due to its propeller
like-minded people having different perspectives.
4. For me it’s a sign to the future and is surely a way having become fouled with weed and an overcoat.
Upon reading this, I thought: ‘Overcoat … footage of
for all IAC clubs to re-invigorate themselves, set new
standards to aim for, make better films … even survive! men disentangling a prop and finding an overcoat? It has
Then perhaps we can attract those younger talents we all to be a murder Robert!’
wish would come forward.
Making the film:
Congratulations Bristol.
Shots of police cars with ‘Blues and Two’s’ at speed in
any street. I would have called the police and asked if
Geoff Hodgkinson, Tiverton CC
they would visit the site to see if they considered foul play,
just to get the footage. Hidden mic, wife operating distant
Re: Melvyn Dover Software Article
camera, daughter looking shocked, interviewing the
I had a wonderful read on Melvyn’s take on computer police … hurriedly written script, suggesting they enquire
software. Sorry to say his logic explanation how the of the MPF (Missing Persons File) and that they take the
software works are fine. But the learning side of learning overcoat away for forensic tests.
a editing software are more advanced than he explained.
You can’t beat a good ‘whodunnit’ Robert. The rest of
Manuals are long gone. There are so many editing the ‘holiday’ being spent filming your combing the river
packages on the market. Knowing which one to buy can for the body … (twist at the end) second hand mannequin
be a haunting task. It depends on what computer platform … do they float? (No idea). Somebody mistook it for a
you are using, Windows or Apple. I can only speak for statue during BLM demonstrations (Shots from film
Apple’s editing software. I started with iMovie which stock). Murder mystery solved. The End.
came with a video tutorial and learned step by step from
The film world is full of overdeveloped imaginations
loading my clips to the final end product.
and wit. I once heard a rather well-known scriptwriter
I moved to Final Cut Pro7 which was mind blowing. being praised for his most recent film script, followed by
There was no manual so I bought a tutorial DVD. I also a double edged sword question, damned if you do,
belonged to a FCP7 Users group on the Internet. They damned if you don’t: ‘How do you think up these
helped me when I ran into problems, which are not ingenious twists in the plot, which are not in the book?’
covered on tutorial or write material.
The scriptwriter, aware that this was a foot in the door
Today I work with FCP10. I learned all my new of severe criticism, which he knew would follow, replied:
software from YouTube. There are so many people giving ‘Well … being an inveterate liar helps.’
you first class tutorials which is a breeze. Most video clubs
On another occasion, a documentary interviewer was
I belonged to did not have FCP so the “more help” became confronting a politician with his failure to address a rather
“Frank can you show us how to use FCP?”
sensitive issue. Realising that he was cornered, the MP
Saying all that I keep telling my students who are lost control and yelled: ‘Do you have any more stupid
learning media. You can have the most expensive questions?’ ‘Yes … just one,’ replied the interviewer. ‘Do
computer or editing software, but if you don’t have the you think that crabs believe we humans walk in the wrong
direction?’
correct visual material don’t bother.
This was rather clever, in that, it broke the ice and he
Today I still learn but I concentrate on getting the
correct clip on the timeline. The highlight of editing too was able to settle the MP down, to get an answer to the
me is when my wife says, “You been up your room for same question … rephrased.
ages.” Once you go on your computer time just goes.
Thank you for a very interesting and enjoyable read
I say bring back cine film. All was done in the camera. Robert.
Frank Maxwell

Regards,
Dave Jones.
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NOT a competition but this didn’t stop members
Under normal circumstances, Teign Film Makers Club
(TFMC) would have commenced the Summer break at the entering wholeheartedly into the spirit of it all and,
end of June but, these are not normal circumstances and instead of the envisaged one week of films, the results
spanned a total of three meetings with added lively
the Club continues with the weekly virtual meetings.
The Zoom meetings, currently lasting about 40 conversation and discussion.
Peter Hiner also entered films into the Lockdown
minutes, are thriving and attendees remain steady at 12
Challenge set up by Gloucester.
to 14 each time.
Examples of meeting topics since June are, film
critiquing (thank you Betty Nott for putting your film
forward), the preparation for and recording and delivery
of voiceovers (by Peter Hiner), digitising standard 8 and
super 8 films using a dedicated machine (David Clifford)
and venturing into basic animation (Neil Mander).

On Monday 10th August, the club was delighted to
welcome Grant Bettinson of CITiZAN (Coastal and Inter
Tidal Zone Archaeology Network) a network of
professionals and volunteers with an interest in recording
archaeological history of sites and remains.

the home and telling us about them.

http://www.teignfilmmakersclub.org or visit the
Facebook page.

The arrival of COVID 19 has resulted not only in the
In addition, the AGM was held, during which the reduction of the “social” aspect of CITiZAN’s events but
results of the documentary competition, held the also the rapid evolution of the digital side of the
organisation and Grant is keen to welcome anyone who is
previous week, were announced:1st The Prince Michael Visits Barnstaple by Ivan interested in the video recording of the locations and the
Andrews (group film) marking the special visit of a main stories behind particular sites.Grant gave a presentation
to TFMC setting out the aims and hopes of the
line train to Barnstaple, arranged for enthusiasts.
organisation in the hope that some members might be
2nd Meet The Bondleigh Barn Band by Geoff
interested in volunteering to assist in the process.
Hodgkinson (group film) charting the initial formation by
Several members expressed an interest in the
three musician friends and the subsequent growth of the
proposals
and ongoing discussions will, hopefully, result in
band to about 40 members of all abilities.
our future involvement.
3rd Searching for Grandpa by Peter Hiner. The search
For further information about CITiZAN, visit the
by Peter and his partner Connie for the Irish roots of her
website:
citizan.org.uk
Grandfather who emigrated to Chile (her country of birth).
TFMC continues its weekly meetings and anyone is
The rules were relaxed a little this year regarding the
age of entries but chairman,Ivan Andrews, emphasised welcome, whatever your expertise and wherever you live.
that, once again, it had been a very close competition with Currently meetings are on a Monday, start at 7pm and last
40 minutes. The topics are notified for the coming week
very high quality entries.
on both the website and facebook page, both of which are
In further innovation for the club, Ivan put forward a
active and regularly updated. The contact details are
challenge to keep members “on their toes” and proposed
included on the website.
that they make a short film of between one and five
Feel free to visit and if you find that it isn’t for you, we
minutes duration either using shots already on their
computer hard drives, or taking some new shots around shall not be offended if you leave early.

A total of 12 films were entered in these competitions.

Gloucester Film Makers

On September 2nd we have the Drama and Impact
Competitions.
The Holiday/Travelogue Competition has been
changed to October 5th.

I am pleased to record that in spite of the Corona Virus
The Public Show planned for that date has been
restrictions we have managed to carry on with our
cancelled.
programme. Thanks to Zoom!
An extra competition suggested and very well
Our Committee Meeting in April was our first official
organised
by Kevin Daws was the one minute Lockdown
occasion, which went well, and we decided to hold our
competitions using this system. Since then four have been Competition. There were 22 entries from various clubs
and the winner was Matt Buttwell from the Tewkesbury
held and the results are as follows.
Club with his film "Toilet Roll Blues." A truly family affair.
The Richardson Trophy for Animation was won by Eric
Due to the success of this competition we are
Mills with "Animal Rustlers."
considering a repeat on a theme yet to be discussed.
Paula Clare won The Berry Trophy with her film "How
Watch this space.
to make a video band" which was entered in the How to
As expected some of our Video Road Shows have
Competition.
been postponed.
Congratulations to Julian Baldwin whose film "The
The good news being that they have been rebooked
New Wheel" won him the Cresswell Trophy in the
for next year! Fingers crossed.
Documentary Competition.
"Thank you NHS" was a film made by Robert Paget
which won him The Underwood Trophy in The Open
Competition No 2.

John Greene.

Actors Glenda Jackson OBE, Dame Judy Dench, Sir
Michael Caine and comedian Ronnie Barker OBE, to name
a few, were members of amateur dramatic companies
before they became famous. Usually such involvement
was excellent groundwork for their subsequent successful
careers.

round of applause from those on set. A moment of light
relief, you might say.

I was involved in a film called The Mask, and at a
running time of 1hr 40m (roughly) it proved to be a
blockbuster for an amateur movie. It took several years to
make, involved many people, and was a nightmare for
continuity. Filming time was limited to holidays and
weekends, and then there were mountains of editing and
post production to do.

rack didn't, and immediately fell to the ground. Horses
and carriage had gone quite a distance before having to
turn back for a second take.

We raised money for Super 8mm film by holding
Jumble Sales, as they were called then (equivalent to car
boot sales now). That in itself was an eye-opener. With
good quality items on offer for a few pence I was surprised
The Progress Theatre group in Reading, Berks (UK) to find some customers still stole items. Some fairly
was one such company which gave many amateur actors blatantly.
their moment on stage. Some of them gave up their time
No film this size would be without its bloopers. On one
for early experience in film-making courtesy of the occasion a four horse carriage was lined up to set off over
Forbury Film Unit, an off-shoot of Reading Movie Makers a bridge. The cry of “Action” set the horses and carriage
(as it was then).
off at a fast pace. Unfortunately the luggage on its roof

Another blooper occurred when a talcum-powdered,
beauty-spotted fop intended to alight from his carriage.
He left the carriage but his high wig hit the door frame and
came off. It was all part of the fun.

It was a costume drama in which the hero returned
Several of the people involved eventually turned
from sea to find his lands taken over. To win them back he professional. One actress went on to teach acting, one of
took to becoming a highwayman.
the technical crew became a successful TV cameraman,
Soon we were thinking in terms of “the Inn scene”, another a professional photographer.
“the ballroom scene”, and so on. Horses, carriages and
Oh, and there was another amateur actor from the
stage coaches were supplied, with drivers, from a firm in Progress Theatre who went on to greater things, Sir
Chipping Sudbury, near Bristol.
Kenneth Branagh. He played the lead role of the
Many props were needed. Skilled hands supplied a
wooden casket which hinged at the top and had a false
bottom, complete with authentic brass fittings.
Highwaymen used pistols and a pair of flintlocks were
acquired for the main cast. Clay pipes were needed for the
Inn Scene. Horses needed to be kept under control and
behave as expected on cue.

highwayman. I remember him and a colleague showing
great patience as a shot was set up, and you know how
slow that can be sometimes. No temptation for him to
fiddle with props and ruin continuity unnecessarily.

Some years ago now, Roger Finch, inspiration, part
director, and project leader for the film, sadly died. His
wife went to inform Sir Kenneth and caught him
Being an 18th century costume drama meant a heap backstage at a theatre in London. “Yes,” he said, “I
of work. Not only finding out what people wore and used, remember The Mask.' Then added, 'I think you were more
but turning the results into actual costumes. From organised than the professionals.”
outfitting a humble barmaid to the most elaborate fop,
A compliment indeed.
one woman was amazing. She led a team who worked
Happy Filming
wonders. Between them they managed to supply
Melvyn Dover.
costumes for an ever-increasing cast, including tricorne
hats, embroidered waistcoats, knee-length stockings,
elaborate wigs, opulent dresses and period naval
costumes.
The battle scene needed some special effects. A
spoonful of talcum powder held out of frame and gently
blown on cue, gave the effect of smoke from a nearby
cannon being fired, especially after adding the boom of
the weapon on the soundtrack. Live sound was recorded
on a portable Nagra reel-to-reel tape recorder and
synched up afterwards.
I helped on the technical side and soon had the job of
holding the microphone boom, which earned me the
nickname of “Boomswinger”. When the shot was set up
visually, a cry would go up - “Boomswinger!” Smartly I'd
appear, anxious not to have the boom in shot, or its
shadow, yet trying to hold the microphone as close as
possible to the actor speaking.
I also had a small part as a henchman. I popped behind
a bush for a - moment, my gun went off and I emerged
covered in smoke and ash having shot myself (the makeup lady went mad with cigarette ash, dirt and who-knowswhat). Then I did a pratt-fall onto grass and earned a

As the first digital IAC magazine, I am
proud to say that we have attracted
national and international audiences.
Use this, your magazine, to tell the
world your views in a positive manner
and to promote your club.
Send you articles to
pipcritten@googlemail.com

There are people in the world of filmmaking that have
minds that go to places that yours and mine will never go.
We have scriptwriters and authors that devise such
brilliant plots, they must have researched aspects of law,
politics, medicine or physics for years. These are the
people that demand respect, because few amateurs ever
achieve those giddy heights.

stroke, cancelled the effect on his editor and burnt a
replacement DVD.
The following weekend he went out with his video
camera and came back with another hour of footage and
set to work. It was presented to the club. It hit the screen
and half way through, he heard another murmur go
through the audience. Here they were again, queuing up
to give him another lecture, this time on cam-era shake.

We have brilliant directors and talent that is truly
outstanding, even beautiful in the way they accomplish
“You must use a tripod
their roles. Therefore, is it any wonder that we amateurs son ... my goodness, that
try to copy the work of the professionals?
footage was so shaky, you
Many of us take pride in “cornering” our children in an should see a doctor.”
endeavour to persuade them to do things in a certain way.
Dad was now losing
“If you want to learn about filmmaking, then you'd
better join my club Son.” I wouldn't argue with that. I
learned more in one year of belonging to a video club than
I ever did in ten years of “going-it-alone”.

credibility. “This is what you
see on professional films,
where a person travelling in
a car is shot with a big, fat
The child goes off with his camera, brings home close-up and his face dances
footage and edits it. DAD drives him to the club and the all over the screen!”
lad proudly presents his film to the members, most of
Dad; “In our club, we
whom are elderly, thus wise.
always like to see rock
The lad's film hits the screen and a murmur goes steady shots. Most use a
through the audience. He looks about him and sees smirks tripod all the time and I even
of understanding and a the shaking of heads, not to use 'steadyshot' to make
mention the oh-we-have-a-novice exchange of glances. sure the picture is steady and all the movement is
With kindness a forethought, the gentle, advisory critique associated with the subject, not the framing.”
begins, as each member demonstrates to the other
The lad then went off and decided that he too liked a
members how much experience and knowledge he has steady picture rather than one which dances all over the
gained in the last thirty years of filmmaking.
screen. The next weekend he went off with his tripod and
"What you have there son, is what we call colour cast. camera, he had an interview lined up.
This is caused by your not having balanced the colour in
Yup ... you guessed it ... at the end of the members'
your camera, we call this 'white balance' ... here, I'll show films, there they were, lining up again. “You must balance
you on my camera."
your sound. It is called 'ducking'. When a person speaks,
you must be able to hear them over and above the sound.
The music must be at least seventeen dB's down on the
conversation, dialogue, commentary, what have you.”

The lad frowns, and his frown is misconstrued as
puzzlement through lack of knowledge. He says little until
he gets home then corners his Dad and says: “You told me
to copy the professionals ... well ... profession-als employ
a colourist and nearly every film you see today has a
colour cast. Sometimes it tends towards red, other times,
blue or green. So I gave my film a colour cast using FCPX
and your members thought it a defective camera or my
ignorance!”
His Dad explains that club members always strive to
produce natural colours and, indeed, take pride in this
achievement.
The lad went off, thought about this and decided he
preferred natural colour anyway, and with a single key-

Again, the lad thought about this and just knew that
he would prefer to hear the dialogue clearly spoken and
easy to understand, but as a newly arrived videographer,
he also decided on something else and that was, never
copy the professionals!
Dave Jones
[First published in Australian Movie Maker]

Southern Counties Regional Council
of the IAC
Notice of
Annual General Meeting
to be held on
20th October 2020
at 7.30 pm
via
Zoom Video Conference
AGENDA
Apologies for absence
Minutes of last meeting
Matters Arising from the minutes
Chairman’s Report – Tony Colburn
SoCo Region Membership Report – Eileen Colburn
Financial Report – Brian Hibbitt
Competition Report – Tony Colburn
SoCo News Report – Pip Critten
Election of officers and committee
Nominations are invited for the following positions:
Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Competition Officer
SoCo News Editor
Web Master
Council Members (eight maximum)
10. AOB
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Extract from the Constitution:
“Membership of the Council is open on an elective basis to all members of the IAC and members of IAC Affiliated
Clubs who are based in the Region as defined and to duly appointed representatives of the IAC Affiliated Societies.
Affiliated Societies may each nominate for election not more than one representative to serve on the Council.
Nominations for office and membership must be proposed and seconded and consent of the nominee obtained.
Nominations must be in the hands of the Hon. Secretary at least one hour prior to the AGM.”

********************
The AGM can only be attended via Zoom Video Conferencing, for this you need log in details which can
be requested from the undersigned by, not later than, 6�� October 2020. Allocation will be on a first
come first served basis.

Signed Eileen Colburn
Secretary
eileen.colburn.soco@gmail.com
1�� July 2020

The SoCo Anne Vincent & David Martin Video Competition 2020
Judging The Competition
We are delighted to welcome four very experienced people as judges this year. Due to the exceptionally high
number entries, (73) they worked initially in two groups with each pair assessing about half the videos. Once the group
agreed the rank order for their respective allocations and written their independent appraisals, the four judges came
together to review the highest rated videos from both groups. From these they collectively decided the winning
entries. It is a great deal of work which they have undertaken with professionalism and dedication – they deserve our
thanks. The team members are:
Tim Stannard AACI [Team A] bought his first camcorder in 2005 to film his new
daughter, Elise, and he hasn’t stopped filming her yet! He quickly developed a particular
interest in editing. After joining Stains Video Makers he branched out from family films
and wrote, directed or edited several club films as well as home spun documentaries and
dramas. He is perhaps best known in IAC circles for his light hearted films at BIAFF usually
featuring a cast of youngsters in historical costume singing lyrics written by his wife. Tim
has given talks to many clubs and IAC Regions from Southampton to Edinburgh and
enjoys critical analysis of short films as well as discussing film making in general.

Graham Pitt [Team A]has always loved movie making and took his first shots as a 10
year old borrowing his uncle's Bell & Howell std 8 camera to make a family holiday film.
However, it was not until a number of years later that he could afford his own camera
and take up filming a little more seriously when in 1974 he joined Spring Park Movie
Makers in Kent. After several years shooting and editing in super 8, Graham let his
interest slip (for far too long), before eventually resuming when he moved to Somerset
on retirement in 2005. Since then, as well as making several documentaries, he has
particularly enjoyed his real passion of writing and producing a number of narrative
dramas.

Angie Adams [Team B] is vice-chair at Nuneaton Moviemakers has been with
Nuneaton Moviemakers since taking her first steps into amateur film-making. She
prefers to help in making club films and has written or part-written many of the club
scripts for the last few years.
By day Angie is an engineer for the railway and says “with my keen eye for continuity
and internal logic you might assume I need gritty realism but I'm happy to suspend my
disbelief for a story that takes me to magical places

Pip Critten [Team B] first started making movies as a boy using his parents 8mm cine
camera. Having saved up, he bought his first Super 8mm cine camera and has been
making movies, on and off, ever since.
He spent a large part of his working life as a professional entertainer/producer before
lecturing in media production.
For the last 12 years he has been editing the SoCo News and has judged many
amateur film competitions.

The Results
Entrants will receive their written Appraisals and Grades during September and the Roll of Honour will be
published at the same time on https://iacsoco.webs.com/ where links to our Competition TV Channel can also be found.
2020 has been a year when SoCo Film Makers have refused to be beaten by Covi-19, or indeed anything else, and
have delivered the goods. So, thank you to our judges and to everyone who took part. Without you there would not
have been a competition.
Tony Colburn, Torquay

See the Show
This year everyone can see the SoCo Video Competition Show.
Instead of our traditional DVD Road Show, this year, whenever you want to see some of the best amateur videos
from film makers in our region, they are available for you on demand.
There were three competitions this year and each has its own discreet link. So, whether you wish to sit down for
an hour’s viewing or just want to dip in to find something to watch, please use the links shown below.
We know from experience that some software may not activate the links in SoCo News, so, if after trying Ctrl+Left
Click you are not taken the channel, you can copy and paste the link into your browser and get there that way or go to
the SoCo Website, www.iacsoco.webs.com where there are links you can use.
On behalf of all this year’s competitors, please, enjoy the show.
The link for 2020 SoCo Baby Dolphin Competition is
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeBus8bViu0jrBvAeUsnZlB3Cwd02OPGy
The link for 2020 SoCo Dolphin Competition is
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDKW3qHza42cAYF9veTvF_hvsocQ6b1Nc
The link for 2020 SoCo Regional competition is
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKwTgaMYDASS120hiGF7OcHBcqLyM3jLQ

If your
software does not
support clicking
on links, you can
copy and paste
the url
[underlined text]
into your
favourite browser
to take you to the
link.

Since the plague has ravaged our land, I have been lay under the neighbouring scenes so it provided
keeping my sanity by making little films about the Clifton continuity - viewers wouldn't be 'leaving' the live images
Suspension Bridge. You can find them on the bridge's to see the static postcards.
YouTube website: brunelsbridge:
For the narration, I used a Roland R-05 recorder in
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxjrpWooIOmP
RFHoH3UTJdQ views & vistas parts i, ii, iii, iv, v; fin de
siècle, waiting for the balloons and Brunel's Bridge strikes
a chord. I regard them as films made during my
“lockdown period.”

my sound studio. This is a temporary arrangement: a
dining-room chair on the bed with a duvet thrown over it.
I sit at the side of the bed and speak to the recorder in its
little white ‘sound cave’. It must look ridiculous but I get a
recording with no room echo.

I used two cameras and both of them have XLR
To sum up, I created a soundtrack for the films in
sound capability. But when editing footage, I find that the which the XLR audio recording doesn't have much
audio track is constantly spoiled by discordant traffic presence as all.
noise, loud passers-by, screeching seagulls - all sorts. And
in a series of shots of a landscape or building, the
recorded sound is not consistent across the shots.
But does it matter? After all, half of the tracks are
overlain with music, as I use background tracks
downloaded from YouTube’s excellent free site. And
when I have a sequence of shots with all different sorts of
background sound from the XLR camera mic, I replace it
with an ambient music soundtrack from the YouTube site.
It's a quiet, hummy drone which you could hardly whistle
along to, but it provides a cue at a specific start and end
point to subtly enhance a scene's drama and emotional
What then, is the benefit of buying a camera with
impact.
XLR sound capability? Well, for one, it looks rather cool to
In the case of films (iv) and (v) above, when I filmed have a big fluffy mic thrusting out the front. Lesser
old postcards, close up, on my dining-room table, I didn't mortals (non-filmmakers) are impressed and think you're
need to concern myself with recording sound. Just as well, a professional. But all things considered, I would
because in the kitchen the dishwasher, washing machine recommend buying a camera for its imaging quality,
and hob extractor fan were in full spate at the time and it rather than audio quality, in mind. Get as big an imaging
sounded like my wife was in a foundry smelting pig iron! chip as you can afford. And if you’re really ambitious go
But I did add a soundtrack to the sequence of postcard for one with three separate chips. You get superior image
images. It was an ambient 'distant outdoors' track which quality and better low-light performance.

Turning a disadvantage into a positive in some way, is
something that so many of us have had time to attempt in
recent months. Ian Simpson (May-June Soco news) made
such a strong point about the positivity of viewing films
with a mindset analysing the purpose of the film, how that
story was being told, and even spotting any visual or audio
metaphors. When you are aware that it is not just a
clinical set of images presented to an audience in a
manner you are used to, or in the manner that you
currently make a film, a more critically artistic
understanding of a film can be achieved. This also informs
me that when producing a film, make certain your
audience is left in no doubt about what the subject and
any underlying stories are about.

Super 8, and introducing further interpolation or mixing of
frames.
I have had varying results of recording projected films,
with the greatest effects on the result being on the ability
to control and lock the camera exposure, camera focus
and shutter speed, the level of illumination on the screen
(which I found best when it was NOT in a fully darkened
room), and when nobody wanted to walk into the area
where you were projecting. Image contrast can be an
issue with projection methods, as can keeping the
projector in focus where you are using say an f.1.1
Schneider large aperture projector lens or best quality,
but which may require keeping a near keen eye on focus
during projection.

In a holiday film competition some years ago, a fellow
club member stated that he had marked down another
member’s well-crafted film holiday film about the
architecture of Gaudi “because it didn’t have any horses
in it”. This demonstrated the way in which he thought (or
perhaps did not think) about other films. When you next
read a judge of your film saying they would have “liked to
have seen something else in the film”, remind yourself
that you hopefully stuck to your plan and story.

Where any mixed frames cause an issue, you can edit
the single new frame out, just as you can with any
distracting cement splices. Scanning has almost no focus
issues, but with dust particles being annoyingly recorded
in all their glory. Whatever method of copying is used,
trying to maximize the data in the final product has to be
paramount. A frame of comparisons between scanned
and projected capture from a 1973 Standard 8 film shows
the differences in contrast, colour and even the possibility
The new range of BBC TV programme headers to record more of the frame by scanning.
creatively use both landscape and portrait moving images
The frame cropping produced by different brands and
in so many creative patterns, panels and styles, that I models of cine projector, let alone the fractionally
challenged myself to produce at least a couple of my own different frame areas used by various cameras (eg.the
for a fresh look to my usual opening film/house logos.
Canon 1014 recorded image overlaps into the film
sprocket hole), means that the whole process is far from
simple, and you will undoubtedly need to crop the frame
A pack of American “quiksplice” tape film splices after scanning to remove intervening frame lines.
which I had never used, asks: “How long should memories
The Reflecta frame by frame scanner has a “zoom”
last?” and that on film, these are “never to be duplicated
function
which, combined with the “up” and “down”
memories”. That has certainly changed.
functions centralise and position how much of the image
The whole process of digitizing Cine film and ending you are scanning. (the format of the display screen is
up with it correctly cropped and playing at the original closer to that of Standard 8) I take the view that scanning
frame rate (16fps or 18fps) is not without a few problems, for the maximum width of the image guarantees that you
quite apart from the various quirks of the Reflecta will capture “all” of the frame. Should the operator adjust
scanner. Getting the correct play rate becomes especially the zoom so much that the top and bottom frame lines
important where you need to match up an original disappear, then that would guarantee losing much of the
soundtrack which was recorded in direct sound to the film source information that you are attempting to retain for
and lack of lip sync will downgrade your final result.
posterity. A short trial of capture for each film is then
This may seem totally irrelevant to anyone not advisable, by stopping the machine and playing the file
digitizing Cine, BUT think again. Slowing down video, using produced in a computer to verify that you are fully
higher frame rate footage for slow motion at a later point, capturing the area of film you require. I avoid the
or just from 25fps shots, is available in most editing “sharpen” function, which is not a focus setting, and
software. But what if you slow it down by an amount should you need to ultimately sharpen any clips that can
which does not divide exactly into the filmed frame rate? be dealt with by your editing software. I have found that
Will that generate unsteadiness of the film? Will it lead to the illumination setting needs to be set at -0.5 for normal
lots of interpolated frames? Incidentally, that new Sony well exposed film. This can be important because these
compact which can achieve 1,000 fps looks very are not RAW files being recorded, and a “washed out”
interesting.
overexposed image will never be fully recovered using
The excellent article in Film and Video maker by Geof software. Being of sprocketless design, the Reflecta
Caudwell FACI (IAC Magazine August 2020) explains a scanner also has a very delicate and gentle pressure gate
method of obtaining as few interpolated or mixed frames with un-sprung edge guides. This is guaranteed to
when filming a projected cine film by altering the introduce variations in positional registration of frames.
projector speed to 16 2/3. There will still be mixed frames, When scanning films on reels larger than 200ft, spooling
and should you wish it to have the appearance of playing them into a capture bin may not allow the soft film loop
at the correct speed, and to match up with an original after the gate to sit correctly. It can try “folding” tape
soundtrack, you will still need to alter the play rate with splices, resulting in losing the loop, and if too much take
your editing software, effectively “squeezing” down the up tension is applied, this will affect the registration of the
clip on the timeline if you wish it to play at say 18fps for scans. For longer films, I normally use a combination of
projector front spool arms as the film feed, and a Goko

motorized cine editor with up to 800ft spool arm as the
take up. The take up load by the cine editor reel at
minimum speed is excessive because of the very slow rate
of scanning and feed from the digital scanner. On longer
films, where sitting in front of the set up for an hour or
two is unrealistic, I have found that the take up cine reel
will still turn if the toggle on the drive shaft of the cine
editor is reversed and allowed to run over multiple “postit” notes stuck to the cine reel, thus acting as a slipping
clutch. This also means that I have not just fed all of the
cine film into a junk bin as though it were rubbish, but that
I can carry on looking after it.
Remember that 16 or 18 does not divide nicely into 25
so there have to be compromises.

longer on the timeline, so it then needs dragging out to
show its now longer length.
That is where I would begin to attempt matching up
the audio track, and dealing with all of the tidy up of titles,
adding further digital end notes and modern credits.
(Where I had used Cine titles produced by “Seccombes”,
both contrast and colour have changed with age)
Improving the balance of sound in the audio, and
improving voice clarity and removing hum are what most
of us can tackle now, and if the audio demands lip sync of
voices, you may even discover that the source material
was inexact. This can be corrected by stretching or
compressing the visuals very slightly, after placing a cut
following where it was in sync. (doing this to the audio
track can cause an “echo” style distortion). It is a matter
of choice whether you eliminate any visible on-screen
splices, but recommend that not too many visual effects
are introduced at this stage, because your computer and
graphics card will already have a lot to process with
changing the play rate.

For myself, trying to make any of my projectors run at
16 2/3 would not work, and I also want to be able to
capture from magnetic stripe, or recover audio from
original tape, and have an end result playing at apparent
original speed. After months of slowly improving my
methods, I had more than one option for copying
Earlier this year I was privileged to produce an
magnetic stripe audio which I could then replace on the
accurately sound synced version of Gloucester
finished digital product.
I forgot to mention that just because you have Filmmakers Super 8mm “Tale of Hearts”, which I had only
scanned it and copied that file into your computer, you ever seen projected once. Clive Barratt had filmed and
are certainly not at the end of the process. The 20fps sub produced this to an ambitiously high level, with as you
frame rate file (half way between 16 and 24) produced by would expect, some artistic nods to other film makers. (in
the scanner, is still not at the correct play rate. You will this case to the film “Railway Children” 1970)
also most likely have to use “track motion” (or whatever
your product calls it) in your software, to position the top
and bottom frame lines correctly, plus unlock the
“constrain proportions” to stop most software deciding to
stretch the 1440 wide scan to 1920, making sure that is
applied to the whole very large clip. I find that a second
computer monitor greatly assists at this point, with the
output/play screen displayed, and a couple of post-it
notes showing where the theoretical corners of a Super 8
frame and the slightly different Standard 8 frame should
be.
“Lightbulb moment” – capture 20 or 30 “poster” jpeg
frames from the film, to be used for promoting it on a
facebook page, using one of those as a "thumbnail" for
youtube/facebook, and sending to friends who were
involved in that film years ago.
I recommend the scanned version of the file now
needs to be retained for posterity, before the whole
temporal stretch and interpolation issues are introduced.
(and you may be able to do all of that better in the future
when the next generation of software arrives). My first
attempt at correcting play rate was by calculation, placing
the clip against the start on the time line, seeing the time
point where the end was, and using a calculator for where
this 20fps clip should go to if it were stretched out to play
at say 18fps.

To ensure that I took maximum care of it, I did not
even run it through a projector for copying the audio via
line out, but ran it through a Goko Super8 sound editor
which has a very gentle film path, then recording line out
into a Tascam linear PCM DR-60D MkII which stores on SD
card.
In recent months I have digitized at least 40Gb of film
by scanning, with a similar amount to tackle. One film was
probably more important to scan in successfully than any
other: Our Wedding Film, which I had promised to do ages
ago. The late Tony Smith had filmed it in Super 8, whilst
filmmaker and renowned still photographer John Dullea
had taken the large format stills on the day. With
lockdown and shielding, my plan to project it on a screen
in the garden was not feasible, but projecting inside the
conservatory, with our daughters sitting outside in the
garden did work. The final rendered file, playing at 18fps,
contains interpolated frames, in some instances with
people having a “ghost” leg, but it plays smoothly. I attach
some captured frames to demonstrate the before and
after additional interpolated frames and mixed frames.
When setting a play rate of 16fps, the interpolation
effect can be seen to extend up to three frames later,
especially when there has been a complete change of
scene following an edit. However, that is easy to edit from
the finished product.

For the wedding film, we have as yet to work out who
See the image from the timeline with image of horses.
Using this method, the play rate came fairly close to the some of the guests were, but in these stills there are
0.9 (90%) of the 20fps sub frame rate. (for Super8 18/20 = former members of Cotswold Cine Club who remain
friends, plus the late Geoff and Margaret Adams who
90%. For Standard 8 16/20 =0.8)
Typing in the correct number simplifies this: To obtain founded Cotswold Cine Club.
It is amazing how much we treasure something like a
the properties of the clip on the timeline, right click on it
>then choose properties >then type in the 0.90 if that film. It is not just memories but experiences and
what you require. My software at this point shows the achievements. I recently digitized “The Queens Highway”
stretched zig-zag marks, but still has the clip looking no which won the Gloucester Inter club competition in 1969,
then gained Gold Star in the 1970 Ten Best. I then

completed and uploaded “Silent Wings” to YouTube and
Facebook, with “poster” images uploaded to Facebook to
act as a “taster” and tell the story in a different way. This
resulted in interesting information and comments from
glider pilots, whilst John Kerry, who was one of the two
cameramen and who filmed the aerial sequences,
instantly found a press photograph of himself and Cliff
Smith when they were filming. That film never won any
competitions, but is among my favourites because of its
visual drama. It can still raise smiles and excited
conversation by email amongst those who made it.

camera, and had totally forgotten the shot where the
camera is panned round when following a car, and shows
the director just in shot waving a clip board!

Capturing some “poster” frames to put on Facebook
and asking friends, in the hope that the names of the
other two actors could be found, gave me a further visual
map of what I had to work with, and I now understand
why some Director – Editor discussions can use this
process. The next day, I started on a simple further edit,
switching round one shot and taking out less than a dozen
frames. The dramatic changes of lighting between
I used a Bezier mask to cover up some slight damage shooting locations days could now be dealt with, and
to that film, and as I dug down in the box to the next reel what if not having a final sequence could be turned to an
advantage?
to digitize was something I had completely forgotten:
The orange edge fogging started to disappear using
moving Bezier masks of trees and sky, the clipboard shot
became cropped/zoomed for a few seconds, and a shot of
a wristwatch with an unreadable dial now has a new dial
face. More importantly, I have both title and new ending
in mind. With this old film there is fortunately no dialogue
to deal with, and a soundtrack with foley sound and
“thought speech” is under way. It is really a “two boys and
a girl” story, but I no longer know the names of two of
If the film did not work out, was never a concern, those actors.
because you would have gained experience and had fun.
However badly it came out, there would be material to
Often, well planned and written dialogue gets in the
view and share at a future Club meeting, and through way of giving the film a tight edit. The audience are way
“sharing” would be to everyone’s benefit. That World Cup ahead of the script, as they watch actors carefully repeat
summer of 1966, with some of us preparing for “A” levels, their lines in a kitchen sink drama, and as a viewer you
the plan was for a silent comedy about two inept hikers have time to think out how it could have been cut down.
putting up a tent. No title was ever decided on, and with The punchline or dramatic end of the film is predicted by
filming at four separate locations around Stroud, we the audience, almost yawning their way to the end
never got us to the point where a tent was pitched!
credits. I know it was “planned that way”, but think out of
In 1966 Cotswold Cine Club had a large membership,
with half of the Club being in the 17 to 30 age group. The
youngsters had lots of ideas for films, but no money, and
if they had a cine camera it was going to be just a Standard
8 model. I quickly found that if you presented an idea, it
was almost immediately supported, and you were told
that it would be funded on the spot by the committee. “So
how many films do you need to start this with?” would
have been the next words you heard.

The never-ending script evolved as other ideas were
introduced, complexities to shooting angles worked out,
and daylight hours stopped filming. We had unrealistically
planned to film it in a couple of days. The camera was one
member’s second hand Bolex H8, and on the first day of
shoot there was quite a queue of cars parked round the
corner with other members wanting to witness the antics.
There were various issues with the camera and being
unable to reshoot material. With more exciting filming
projects starting, I edited what was useable, and the last
time I viewed that unfinished and untitled 10 minute film
was nearly 40 years ago. WOW! Here it was just waiting to
be revived with fresh ideas and all of the other things you
can do with some imagination and a computer.

the box and produce other versions. Daringly losing some
of the dialogue, and improving the number of close ups
and reactions of actors can make such a difference.
The editor Walter Murch has a rule of six he uses
when cutting down a film. It starts with removing dialogue.
I recommend the youtube channel : This Guy Edits .
His insights, ideas, demonstrations and experience are a
breath of fresh air, and have given me a thought for the
day: There may well be no absolute ONE WAY to edit a
film, so why not let other members of any club
experiment with ALL of the original source material, put
their interpretation into it, and gain experience in editing.

Had I been asked in March as to which part of
filmmaking I enjoyed the most, it would have been 60%
Film edge fogging from inexperienced camera loading
camerawork to 40% editing. In recent months. with hours
was one issue, and I could now see a faint small blue mark
sat at the computer almost every day, that balance has
near the end of each shot on the first reel, possibly caused
probably been reversed.
by the optical viewfinder not having the eyepiece shutter
Enormous thanks to Pip for putting this magazine
closed. At one shoot, the camera had a 3 lens turret fitted,
and at another a zoom lens. I had never even spotted two together.
“breaking the 4�� wall” moments of eye contact with
Robert

Use this magazine to showcase your films, to invite a critique or just to increase your
YouTube hits.
Send you articles to pipcritten@googlemail.com

It is almost guaranteed that long before now, many a
filmmaking club chairman and his associated committee
have toyed with the idea of running a net-based club. In
fact, in America, it went this way long ago, the live club
meetings per se, eventually dying out. In these modern
times, and up until the plague struck, American amateur
filmmakers all used to name a venue and eighteen people
or so would turn up and show their films, one to another,
every few months.

The finalists’ films are shown in a cinema, and some
people travel quite long distances to see them …
passionate film buffs all.
May I suggest that it is time to stop thinking "small
club" and think "Big World", starting with the UK.

Do think about this. Covid19 isn’t going to disappear
overnight. We must work to save the country’s economy.
To work, we must travel. To travel is risky. Youth is very
blasé and they won’t sit indoors patiently waiting a whole
To some filmmakers, it is simply a hobby, but to others month for new cases to die out, when we have
– and I could name a few – it is literally a passion. My own immigration on full throttle.
off-spring makes training films for a living, from which he
It is not an easy matter to construct a modus operandi
never tires.
of club meetings, wherein all and sundry are satisfied, as
We now have the world and its uncle using the Web clubs do tend to be a touch cliquey. We like familiar faces,
more now than ever before. The latest addition are certain individuals, local people with knowledge of the
filmmaking clubs’ meetings on the Web … it had to come. locale and there is a lot of "us & them" about any video
With no option, but to put meetings on line, chairmen, club. However, in order to thrive, all clubs should leave
secretaries and committees have come to the rescue of the door wide open for new, young videographers.
their clubs.
The hiring of halls for club meetings will eventually die
Despite our love of meeting club members face-to- out over the coming years, especially when most of our
face, and sharing a happy hour or two watching our filmmakers in clubs today are of advanced years, for
efforts on screen whilst dipping "bickies" in our tea, whom the plague is a distinct lethal threat.
teaching each other (unwittingly) and kicking ideas
Whilst we may have thought about becoming Webaround, we now have to join the schoolchildren, where
based in the past, circumstances have now taken the
they all have at least 40 friends, half of whom they’ve
choice away from us, as now it is do or die. We must go
never met.
with the flow, not oppose it, but use it to advantage, as
One reads of clubs in the UK and possibly elsewhere, this may be our serendipity moment.
meeting via ZOOM every week or fortnight. Their
If clubs were to advise our editor, Pip, of their meeting
membership numbers are usually quite small, many under
schedules on whatever Website they prefer, would it
twenty per club. However, we have perforce joined the
really do any harm to be watched by readers of SoCo, who
modern world now and this is a whole new ball game.
will doubtless respect each of their viewings, giving
We should be thinking of attracting younger members credence to the participants of the club?
via ZOOM, Face Time, Face Book etc., to join our clubs …
If you make a Web-club participation fee small, say £2
and it really doesn’t matter where they live.
per month – remembering that the SoCo is an established
Canada’s clubs are dying out. When a club dies in the international publication – or allow filmmakers to free
UK, it either ends up in somebody’s home or members view, meaning they are not allowed to take part in the
transfer themselves to another club. On other occasions Web-club discussions, then it will be a start.
they are "orphaned", due to their personal circumstances
Through SoCo, many of us are aware that a few clubs
and geographical distance from the next nearest club.
are far from being under threat of extinction, for indeed,
Many upload their work to YouTube, but there the story
they are full of energetic younger members. When
ends for most. To my knowledge, there is nowhere on the
viewing such club members at work, watching them make
Web where you could send a film and obtain a genuinea film and viewing the final on-screen result, most will find
to-goodness critique, except by belonging to a club.
this experience invigorating. In some cases, it will even
Last year, I researched the number of people likely to spur formerly semi-retired filmmakers to pick up their
be interested in filmmaking. This normally returns a camera gear, blow the dust off and take it for an outing.
figure of one in twenty-four thousand.
For those clubs with only one or two active
When I got to looking into New Zealand, I got a shock. filmmakers, where there are three prizes and only two
The Kiwis, bless them, were discovered carrying out a competitors, we could readily have two clubs merge for a
competition of short films in various categories. With no competition.
filmmaking clubs that I know of, and I’ve been there twice,
The rules would doubtless be along the lines of:
have toured both the North and South Islands, have family
1. No judge will know who the competitors are.
there … I expected the entry level to be minuscule. I know
this will shock you. How many entries do you think there
2. All films must be without personal logos.
were? Hold onto your hats … there were over six
3. Both clubs view the films and professionals do
thousand. NZ has only four-million people! Unbeknown
the judging.
to we Brits, they hold this film competition every couple
4. Members are privy to viewing the films on their
of years or so. If we scale up that figure, it is equivalent to
respective Websites.
we, in the UK, having no less than 90,000 entries for a
Unlike the big SoCo club competitions, where we vie
competition. The majority of N.Z’s mini-films are from
iPhones. The attraction, of course, is a substantial cash with the best, local clubs with few members would be
competing with clubs of the same ilk.
prize, but there is a small fee to enter the competition.

If you consider the above as utter rubbish and close
the door, your club deserves to die. We must all rise to
the challenge, the challenge being survival, and we can do
so by publishing your ideas in SoCo, albeit, in article form
like this, or as a letter.

You may wish to record your meetings to be viewed
at leisure by members and/or potential members …
suitably edited, of course, it being an outline of what
takes place, highlights etc. Uncut viewings for club
members only could also be archived.

We must help each other in this hour of need and turn
this dreadful plague into the means by which we can look
back and think of it as our serendipity moment, when the
whole of the UK merged. It would be lovely to CLICK on a
club, note their Web Club night and request a free view
(Non-participating) by email. If you later wish to join the
said club as a satellite member, then you may pay them a
fee, and take part in their discussions.

In time, we may have the opportunity to return to
club life as we know it, but by then, we will probably be
operating in both modes, Web mode and Venue Mode.
Heretofore, most club Websites were little used by
club members, many with single digit ‘hit’ figures per
month, but times have changed. If you don’t use your
club’s website, there is no possibility of a catch up.

Your trawl (open door) may pick up orphaned
ZOOM time is limited and lasts for under an hour. If members to whom the "open door" Web-club ZOOM
having paid for participation, you then wish to contact a meetings may appeal. Hopefully, they still read SoCo.
member via an Email to discuss something at length, all SoCo is also read by other magazine editors abroad.
the merrier … the club has gained another member.
A massive response is not on the cards, but at the very
You can watch each other’s club films at will, exercise least, operation "Open Door" may prevent a small club
your pleasure when suggesting and discussing the good going to the wall. It should be noted that those clubs who
and bad parts, the alternatives … all critiques are part of do most toward making films, will be with the greatest
the learning curve … or you can reject the lot and do it appeal.
your way.
In conclusion, we could expand our "Free Film Stock".
It should be remembered that if you implement the We could have such things as making a film with footage
above, there is a possibility that your club will go being sourced from various clubs of the UK or abroad.
‘International’.
Directors could join forces and produce films in much the
Whilst I don’t expect any response from this article in same manner as professional filmmakers do, we could
the form of a penning for publication, it is possible that a source footage and produce a film without leaving the
Chairman, somewhere, will open doors and let Pip and editing suite. This, I think, would appeal to older
SoCo know of their online meetings by Email. If we learn videographers.
of numbers through sending feedback to SoCo we may
Belonging to a club is the best way to learn. It always
find the figures encouraging.
was and it always will be. What we have to do is, convince
Let us brainstorm this, for among us, there are some the younger videographers of this.
extremely bright people.
Here is what we are up against … statistics:
It is proposed that:
In the whole of the UK, there are only 2,500 of we
5. We publish our club’s ZOOM meeting times in videographers at any one time.
SoCo plus an Email address.
According to today’s demographic statistics, only one
6.

7.

We open our ZOOM meetings to other future videographer is born in the UK every fortnight.
videographers, if a request is recieved by email
Our birth rate is falling fast, so much so, that the UK’s
48 hrs or more before the meeting is due to government is making strenuous efforts to reduce still
begin.
births, another reason being, one of those tiny tots may
We have a FREE VIEW where viewers are become a future videographer … well … that’s my theory
unable to participate. or a PAY TO PARTICIPATE anyway.
membership fee (the amount to be determined
Stay safe.
by the club in question).
Dave

g
Smilin
Keep
Pip

We are now at the stage where ALL the superb She then signed a five years contract with Warner Bros,
talented past Stars of the Silver Screen of the Golden Age and so her history took off.
of the Cinema have departed, to perform in new pastures
Joan Fontaine, (Olivia de Havilland’s sister): October
in, hopefully, a glorious heaven.
22ⁿ� 1917 to December 15�� 2013, also became a Star of
The last of these is Dame Olivia Mary de Havilland, the Silver Screen throughout the Golden Age of the
DBE. Born 1��. July 1916, of English Parents, in Tokyo, cinema. She appeared in 45 films that spanned 50 years.
Japan. Died 26��. July 2020 in Paris. (Her sister Joan Their rivalry being a well documented affair at the height
of Fontaine’s career.
Fontaine was born on the 22ⁿ�. October 1917).
She was a British /
American actress, hence her
elevation award of DBE,
(Dame of The British
Empire). Olivia’s acting
career spanned the 53 years
1935 to 1988. She was a
leading actress of her time
making 49 feature films. She
was also the earliest and
oldest Academy Award
winner.

Fontaine’s career began
in 1935 contracted to RKO.
She appeared in the films
“The Man Who Found
Himself”. “Gunga Din”. Her
career really started to
bloom with her appearance
in Hitchcock’s “Rebecca”
1940. This earned her a first
nomination as Best Actress.
She then won the award in
Hitchcock’s
“Suspicion”
1941. She received a third
nomination for the role in “The Constant Nymph” 1943.
In the next decade after her role in “Ivanhoe” 1952, her
film career began to slide so she moved into stage
productions, TV and even Radio.

Olivia became prominent
after appearing with Errol
Flynn in the film “Captain
Blood” 1935 and the unsurpassed “Adventures of Robin
Hood” 1938. Following this she became exclusively
She continued to act until 1994. It’s noted that she
famous after appearing as Melanie Hamilton in the very
famous film “Gone With The Wind” 1939. Her was a Licensed Pilot, an accomplished interior decorator
performance earned her the first of five Oscar award and “Cordon Bleu” Chef. Joan Fontaine is the only actress
to have won an Academy Award in a Hitchcock film. Also
nominations.
She ceased these so called ingénue parts in the 1940’s she and her sister, Olivia de Havilland, are the only siblings
distinguishing herself in far more major roles. She to have ever won Academy Awards. She was married and
received Nominations for best actress in her following divorced four times!
four films. 1941 to 1949. Then she became successful for
her work onstage and TV. She lived in Paris from the
1950’s and received further Honours, National Medal of
the Arts, the Légion d’Honneur. It was at this time she was
made a DBE, Dame Commander of the order of the British
Empire. Throughout her film career she was also awarded
The New York Film Critics Award, The National Board of
Review Award as Best Actress and the Venice Film Festival
Volpi Cup. Then she was given a Star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame! During her TV work she received a Prime
Time Emmy Award, and won a Golden Globe Award!
Point of interest, Olivia de Havilland’s paternal cousin
was Sir Geoffrey de Havilland (1882 – 1965) the aircraft
designer and founder of the de Havilland aircraft
company!
De Havilland’s Ma Ma. Lillian Fontaine, was educated
at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, London. She
became a stage actress. The family decided to return to
England in 1919 as both girls, due to illness, needed a
change of climate. En route they stopped off in San
Francisco to get treatment for the girls. Joan developed
pneumonia!
It was decided they would stay in America living in
Saratoga. Daddy returned to Japan and divorced. In 1925
Ma Ma remarried to George Fontaine, (explains the name
change). Olivia excelled at school in oratory and took part
in school Plays. Austrian Director Max Reinhardt saw her
and was impressed sufficiently to give her a part in a Play.
During the tour, Reinhardt was told he’d direct the film
version of the play. He offered Olivia the part in the film.

Errol Leslie Thomson Flynn: 20�� June 1909 – 14��
October 1959. Was Australian born in Hobart, Tasmania.
His dad was a professor at the University of Tasmania. He
was of Irish, English and Scottish descent. He often
described his family as “seafaring people”. Perhaps this is
where his interest in boats etc. Came. Despite rumours he
was not descended from any of the Bounty Mutineers.
He acquired fame from
his swashbuckling roles
notably as Robin Hood in the
never to this day surpassed,
in my opinion, film “The
Adventures of Robin Hood”,
1938. Have you seen this
film? If not watch it and
particularly the lighting of
the sequences where Robin
sword fights with the Sheriff
of
Nottingham.
His
performance was stated by
the American Film Institute
as the 18�� greatest hero in American film history. (School
never taught me Robin Hood was American.)
His other famous roles include “Captain Blood” 1935,
Major Vickers in The Charge of The Light Brigade” 1936,
as well as the hero in a number of Westerns.
Errol Flynn made his first appearance at the age of
nine with Enid Lyons as a Page Boy. Enid Lyons recalled
young Flynn (9) as a “a dashing handsome boy”. Also with

the sangfroid etc. for which he later became famous,
‘nuff said?
He then came to London as a student in the South
West London College. In 1926 he returned to Sydney,
Australia as a student at the C of E Grammar School. Here
his formal education ended abruptly on expulsion for
apparent theft – he later stated however it was a “cover
up” as he claimed it was for a sexual encounter with the
school’s laundress.
After several jobs he went to New Guinea, aged 18, to
work in tobacco and mining. Five years later he returned
to Sydney, then on to America where he became an
American Citizen at the age of 33. During his film career
he acquired a reputation as a womaniser and with a
hedonistic personal life.

From the moment he
arrived at Warner Bros. he
helped them to become the
fastest expanding Film Studio
Directing 102 films in his
Hollywood
career.
He
managed ten actors to Oscar
nominations amongst whom
were James Cagney and Joan
Crawford. He put Doris Day
on screen for her fist time. He
actually made Stars of Errol
Flynn and Olivia de Havilland
amongst others. He was Oscar nominated five times and
won twice including his Direction of “Casablanca”.

He introduced a visual style of lighting, fluid camera
He made 31 films altogether, seven of which were
work including high crane shots and different camera
with Olivia de Havilland.
angles. His versatility could handle any type of film. His
attention was always on the human interest aspect of
Michael Curtiz Born and named as Manó Kaminer, every story. (Something we can all learn from here.)
24�� December 1886, died April 11�� 1962 was a Hungarian
His connection herein is his ability to popularise the so
born American film Director.
called “Swashbuckler” concept with the films “Captain
He was perceived as one of the most prolific Directors Blood” 1935, “The Adventures of Robin Hood” 1938. He
in film history. He Directed many classic films in the “Silent was also responsible for which, today, are considered
Era”. He was already a well known Director in Europe dramatic classics: “Angels With Dirty Faces” 1938, “The
when Warner Bros. invited him to Hollywood in 1926. He Sea Wolf” 1941, “Casablanca” 1942, musicals like “Yankee
was then 39 years old. He had 64 European films under his Doodle Dandy” 1942 and “White Christmas” 1954, and
many others.
belt.

IAC SoCo based members and members of IAC in a large geographical area like ours, Council members
affiliated Clubs from within the SoCo Region are invited to can meet without the need to travel.
attend the 2020 AGM which will be held on 20�� October
If you would like to become part of the SoCo Regional
2020 at 7.30 pm via Zoom.
Council and support and influence amateur film making
To receive your invitation please send your request to across our region this is your chance.
eileen.colburn.soco@gmail.com before 6�� October 2020.
To be nominated, you need to be proposed and
Nominations are invited for membership of the
2020/21 Regional Council whose election will take place
at the AGM. To be eligible to become a member of the
Council you must be either an IAC SoCo based member or
a member of an IAC Affiliated Cub within the SoCo Region.

seconded by individuals with the same membership
eligibility criteria.

To be included in the election, nominations must be
Emailed
to
SoCo
Secretary,
eileen.colburn.soco@gmail.com to reach her at least one
This year we are particularly in need of volunteers to hour before the commencement of the AGM.
fill the positions of:
Please include:
Name of Nominee,
Ÿ Vice Chairman
Ÿ Hon Secretary
Ÿ Webmaster
Ÿ Regional Council Members

The Position
Nominees IAC membership number or the name of
the club,
The proposer
The seconder

During 2020, Regional Council meetings have been
successfully held via Zoom and this has shown that, even

Lots of us film reality as it unfolds in front of our
camcorders. We film family celebrations, days out, special
occasions, and in so doing we know subconsciously that
we’ll only get one chance to capture it and that when it’s
gone, it’s gone. If we foul up the exposure, the focus, the
audio, it’s gone. If we wobble or don’t catch the action, it’s
gone. If we forget the establishing shots, the cutaways,
the close-ups and details, the editor in us will scream. In
such a situation I’m pretty sure you can hardly ever film
too much, but it’s all too easy to film too little.

frame from camera no 2, the audio it captures might well
save the day.

So you’ll need your trusty camera, hopefully fitted
with an onboard shotgun microphone fitted with an
effective wind-muff. You’ll need your tripod with its quickrelease plate – this will allow you to go hand-held at a
moment’s notice. A remote zoom controller on the
tripod’s pan handle is a real boon and once you get used
to it you’ll wonder how you lived without it. My kitted-up
camera photo shows that for most of the time an
The best advice I can give is to plan ahead. Envisage assembly like this will enable you to handle a huge variety
the day unfolding; think what kit you’ll need with you, of run 'n' gun filming situations. It really doesn’t matter
what can be left in the boot of the car and what can be left
behind in your den. Let’s take a practical example because
this way we can step through the important points
chronologically. Let’s say a colleague has asked you to
make a film of his little Johnny’s horse riding class, and
offered real money in return. Money is good – it puts the
project on a professional footing and concentrates the
mind. This will be his last lesson and there’ll be an award
ceremony afterwards. The proud parents would like "a
video" made that so that they can show friends and
relatives how clever their offspring is.
Plan ahead
Probably the most important thing to do is to get an
A4 sheet of paper and label it up with the shooting date,
the names and contact numbers of Johnny’s parents
(mobiles are good in case you break down on the way),
the address of the riding stables and the awards venue
and the start and end times. You’ll need an assurance
from parents or venue that you’ll be allowed to film on
the day. Ask what will happen if it pours with rain all day.
Put the address into your sat nav and the date into your
diary.
It’s best to ask the parents what it is they’d actually
like, but I’m betting you’d be pretty safe handing over
DVDs of the day. The ubiquity of DVD is what gives it such
universal success and appeal, though MP4 on USB stick
might be all they need.

Know your camera controls off pat

what maker’s name adorns the hardware, as JVC, Canon
and Panasonic all make exceedingly capable and
comparable cameras these days.
You’ll need charged batteries for the camera and for
the radio mic, and of course extra sets as backup. You’ll
certainly need cards to record to. I wear an ‘ammunition
belt’ to keep important equipment with me at all times.
The numerous pockets hold a spare battery, new and
filled SD cards, my wide-angle and / or the Sony lens hood
I’ve removed to fit the wide-angle, business cards and the
radio mic sender unit. Remember that hardware is easily

Now to your kit.
Think backup. If you’re being paid it’s because the
client thinks you’re worth it, you come as a
recommendation and as such need to plan for as many
eventualities as you can foresee. The awards ceremony is
best filmed with two cameras – one locked off covering
the whole presentation stage, the other under your
control. This means taking two cameras, two tripods and
maybe two radio microphones. Even if you never use a

Film from multiple locations

replaced, footage of the day is impossible to replace and
is therefore by definition priceless, so keep the filled SD
cards with you at all times.
The day
Get to the location early. If the trip involves using the
motorway, factor in time for hold-ups. Take cash and
credit cards, check your fuel gauge and watch. Getting
there early allows you the best car-park position, take a
measured look at, and a walk around the surroundings.
The NX5 tooled up for a shoot

my thumb to start and pause recording using the handle
mounted REC button, keeping the image stabilization
turned on and holding my breath for the duration of each
take. As with most things in life, practice takes you ever
Hunt down and talk to someone in charge and make closer to perfect.
Tips and techniques
friends, tell them what you’ve been asked to do and get
them to show you where the riding and awards ceremony
When filming life as it unfolds, keep moving, keep
will take place. This is an ideal time to check out the best varying your position, keep giving the editor alternatives
place to position your tripod, find somewhere to place in viewpoint, focal length and movement. This is an
your kit bag, ask questions about the Tannoy system, pick unfolding scenario and as I’ve said, if you don’t capture it
up a leaflet at reception so that you get the titles spelled now you never will. In no time at all the people will
correctly and to check the various event starting times.
become accustomed to you being here, there and
Establishing shots that include various takes and various
angles of the engraved riding stables sign are a good idea,
and come the edit and title sequence you’ll be pleased
you shot various aspects of the grounds.

It’s a good time to ask questions such as, ‘Is there
anything unusual going to happen that I should know
about?’ as answers to such questions have invariably
surprised me and made me reflect yet again on the
unpredictably of humans. ‘Oh yes, the horses will
simultaneously come out of those doors there and those
doors over there’, will give you foresight, and foresight is
forewarning, and forewarning is forearming. Remember
that the organisers will assume that you’re clairvoyant
even if told otherwise.
Arrivals
Think of the edit, the shape and feel of the finished
film. It’s good to get footage of the competitors arriving,
4x4s unloading, the hustle and bustle of specialist
equipment being prepared, horses in their stables, the
close-ups and details. These latter two are all around us
and are such a natural part of our everyday lives that it’s
all too easy to pass them by, to notice them but not
register them. Film them.
Film them in tight close-up,
film then as a gentle moving
track, film them as a zoom in.
Keep filming so that the
editor in you has lots of
choice, lots of alternatives in
viewpoint, lighting and
perspective.
It can be somewhat
daunting filming strangers
but a ready smile and an
assurance that they’ll all be
Give the editor multiple choices
film stars on your movie
usually does the trick. One
really good way is to use your tripod and pick off the
situations using telephoto – that way you get wonderful
stability and composure that’s invariably lacking in handheld footage. The only downside is the audio, as having
microphones well away from the relevant noise is not
good technique.
Some videographers prefer the added stability of the
shoulder brace over simple hand-holding and I agree, a
solution such as this can take a great weight off your arms
and wrists and take the tremble of fatigue out of your
footage. The disadvantages are that whereas handholding allows you instant freedom to raise the camera
high above your head or place it on the ground, this
shoulder brace needs time to fit and time to remove the
camera, even with a quick release plate.

everywhere, and will very soon ignore you as they’ll find
the horses and competition far more interesting. At some
point use the camera as an audio recorder, getting a good
couple of minutes of uninterrupted background buzz that
includes chatter, laughter, horses sounds, that sort of
thing.
If you run two cameras as the horses prance about in
the arena I’d be tempted to run them both until the cards
run out, with no stops, starts or pauses. This makes
syncing up on the timeline a once-only operation, and
from that point on you can cut between cameras as often
as you like, changing the pace and using the other take to
get you out of various editing dead-ends. Two cameras –
one fixed and the other used to home in on details, track
the action and so on – can easily end up looking like a
three camera shoot.
If your second camera is unmanned it’s best to think
the worst and take as much pro-active action to
circumnavigate the pitfalls that can attack you. Will the
tripod get knocked? Will people stand in front of the lens,
so making all of its footage worthless? Will the light
change or floodlights get turned on? Will action happen
outside the zoom setting you’ve chosen? With all these
potential variables I tend to shoot as if the second (locked
off) camera had failed for some reason, that way your edit
will be smooth regardless of the outcome. With this in
mind - as you film the awards, make no sudden moves, tell
yourself that what you’re seeing in the viewfinder is what
will end up on the DVD. Then come the edit and you
realise the second camera’s footage is perfect ... it’s a very
welcome added bonus.

Check your edit on a big TV

The awards ceremony is where a radio microphone
really comes into its own, and especially so if the judges
are using a fixed microphone feeding the Tannoy system.
I always have a roll of black insulating tape in my kit bag,
and I use this to tape my radio mic to their mic stand.
There will be times when the house mic is simply handed
The top handle of many of today’s cameras is a real
between speakers as they all have their say in turn, and
boon, and I can achieve great stability even on telephoto
for situations like these I tape my smallest radio mic to
shots by holding the camera by its top handle and using

their hand-held microphone and get wonderfully clear, absorb and reflect that, and your film will be all the better
for it.
up-front sound sent to my camera as a consequence.
Conclusions
If I could pass on anything to a filmmaker in this
position I’d say be polite, courteous, pro-active and brave.
The gathered public will assume you’re a seasoned hand
and as professional as the riding school staff themselves,
and they’ll never know that you may be feeling nervous
inside. If you state confidently that this is where you’ll be
putting your tripod or microphone, 99 times out of 100 it
will be accepted, as ‘you’re the professional’. If you look
as if you’re enjoying yourself rather than simply being
there to do your job you’ll find that other human beings

I may have mentioned before, that I had a film that I
wanted to enter into this years SoCo Competition. It
would be a cut down version from a longer film that I
completed last year. The original length was 57 minutes,
so it would be quite a task to reduce its length. Eventually,
I managed to get it down to 23 minutes and could see no
way to reduce it to under the 20 minutes for the
competition, so made two copies of that re-edit.
As it neared the end of the second copy, I noticed that
I could get in down even more and managed to remove
just a few seconds over three minutes. The another
review saw that come down to about 17 ½ minutes. I feel
this last version has made it a much better film for the
viewer, while sticking to the films original goal.
The next problem was sending the film via
Wetransfer. I recently bought a new laptop and an
external DVD player. I’m afraid I don’t get on with
computers very well, but somehow managed to send the
film to Tony Colburn. Unfortunately, from the start it
looked a bit squashed, as if the film was in 4x3 instead of
widescreen. Tony stretched it and sent me some still
images to view, but they looked too stretched. When I
looked at my original footage, I must admit the images
looked very similar to Tony’s, so that’s how it will be seen
in the competition. Tony referred me to Lee Prescott as
we both use Casablanca’s who provided a number of
useful suggestions as how I could send in the film in the
correct format.

Tom.

Tom in action at a wedding

A few days ago, I sold a central heating fan heater on
Ebay and had a message from the buyer to say that a
friend of his was driving down to the West Country and
would I be able to meet him at a service station near
Southampton. We agreed that I would meet up with his
friend about 2pm. I set off in plenty of time and arrived at
the service station forty minutes early.
The friend eventually came at 3pm, got out of his car
and said he had a video player for me. No, I have a fan
heater for you. Well John said I have to meet an Alan with
a video player and I said no a fan heater! He said it must
be another Alan and I said, but why have I got your
telephone number and car registration.
The friend said, I will phone John and he handed the
phone to me. Hi, I said, you have just bought a fan heater
from me! No, he said, I don’t know anything about that,
so he thought that Ebay had messed up. I gave the phone
back to the friend and we went our separate ways.
I then had a call from John, who said his friend had
brought down a Casablanca machine. That’s when the
penny dropped. I had been dealing with two Johns and
thought it was the fan heater man.

I had won the Casablanca on Ebay and had bought it
for another friend. The seller couldn’t send it because the
online courier label did not recognise my postcode, a
problem that happens every now and again despite that
I believe the main problem seems to lie with my fact I live on a main road and have lived in the same house
external DVD player, as it does not recognise the all my life.
windscreen format of my film, but it does recognise
Anyway, we agreed to meet at Waterloo Station at
commercial widescreen DVD. The DVD menu does give some point where the editor could be picked up, so when
me the option to change the format size, but when I got the message about a friend, I assumed it had come
changing the height, the width reverts back the original from the fan heater man.
setting and visa versa.
Fortunately the other chap was still at the service
I read somewhere, that Apple does not allow films to station, so the exchange was completed and we both
be sent via Wetransfer, so could this cause more went on our ways. When I got home I checked out the
problems if competitions use Wetransfer for future other John and found his name was Darren!
entries countrywide.
Alan
Finally, I am very grateful for Tony’s help and Lee for
his suggestions, that made it possible to get my film into
the competition.

We all know what a documentary film or video is,
don’t we? We make them for the Club’s video
competitions. So if we make them, how do we define a
documentary film or video? Well, erh……… it’s a film or
video about real people and actual events in their lives,
isn’t it? Is it?

battleground scenes because he felt he could not express
what he was seeing all around him in just one single
exposure. Ironically now some of the iconic images of
WW1 are not the “real” single exposures but these
composite images.

One of the early exponents and promoters of the
documentary film, John Grierson, defined them as films
that presented and commented on the real life activities of
people. The key words are those in italics. A more recent
documentary filmmaker, Ken Burns, regarded them as
tribal story telling. Yet another documentary filmmaker,
Jill Godmilow, defined documentary films as films of
edification, whilst another definition from filmmaker, Bill
Nichols, is discourses of sobriety.
So many views and ideas on what a documentary is
supposed to be. So if we can not agree on a common
definition what about agreeing on a common purpose for
the documentary. For Ken Burns and many others before
him, such as Robert Flaherty, it was to tell folk stories.
Whilst for others like Grierson the purpose of the
documentary was a social one, to improve the lot of
mankind by presenting and commenting on the ordinary
and difficult lives of people. Grierson even warned against
using folk stories as a subject of a documentary: “Beware
the ends of the earth and the exotic, the drama is on your
doorstep wherever the slums are; wherever there is
malnutrition; wherever there is exploitation and cruelty.”
So if we can not settle on one commonly agreed
definition nor on a commonly agreed purpose, perhaps
we can list the key features that make up a documentary
film or video.
Grierson has helped us start this list as he mentioned
in his definition; the presentation and commentary on real
life activities of people. But what do we understand “real”
to mean in this context? Does presenting real life activities
mean that we go out and capture them newsreel style?
How much manipulation is allowed during the capturing
and presentation of the real life activities before the
activities can no longer be considered to be real? After all,
when we point the camcorder, when we frame the scene,
when we start and stop the camcorder we are altering
reality. Does capturing fragments of the real activity
destroy its “realness” or its “truth”?

The manipulation of images and of reality was also
present in the early documentary films. Robert Flaherty’s
film, Nanook of the North (1922), was heavily staged.
Flaherty did not allow the Inuit (Eskimo) people to shoot
a walrus with their gun; rather they had to use their old
weapon, the harpoon. To achieve a dramatic ending to
the film Flaherty staged a “desperate” race to build an
igloo before the elements claimed Nanook and his
family’s lives. But there was no real danger as an igloo had
already been built. Does this staging and dramatizing of
the events in people’s lives constitute a distortion of
reality or a mis-representation of the truth?
For outright untruthfulness Frank Hurley’s
photograph of Ernest Shackleton’s return to rescue his
stranded crew takes the cake. Hurley created this famous
photograph from a shot actually taken when Shackleton
was leaving on the rescue mission. Why did Hurley distort
reality and the truth? Like all good story tellers he need an
end shot to this dramatic and heroic tale of survival and
rescue.

In the still photography arena this very question has
been hotly debated time and time again. Frank Hurley was
roundly criticized for his composite photographs of the
First World War. Hurley added dramatic looking skies,
shell bursts and planes to otherwise fairly empty

The current popularity of documentaries both at the
cinema and on TV owes much to these manipulations of
reality and truth in order to tell a dramatic story. For
example the documentary on the life and influence of T E
Lawrence, Lawrence of Arabia, The Battle for the Arab
World, contained acted scenes that are little different in
content and purpose to scenes in David Lean’s classic film
of 1962. So by embracing these “re-enacted” scenes using
either historical or fictional dialogue the documentary is

fast approaching the fictional feature film. By adopting
many of the dramatic aspects of the feature film the
documentary has gained a wider audience but has lost
much of its credentials for presenting and commenting on
the real activities of people. Ironically in past years
whenever Hollywood made a film based on the life of a
real person it excused any changes made for dramatic
reasons to the chronology or facts by saying, “It’s not a
documentary.” What is the modern documentary’s
excuse when truth is lost for dramatic effect?

When suggestions were raised that Robert Capa’s
iconic picture of the Falling Soldier, taken in Spain in
September 1936, may have been staged, a heated debate
began over “truth” in photography. For decades this
photograph had been a symbol of a man giving his life for
a cause. What happens to that “truth” if the militiaman
didn’t die in the instant that the picture was shot but
rather was just acting?

What about the beautiful images of a Cajun boy living
in the swamps of Louisiana in perfect harmony with the oil
One answer that has been given is that this dramatic rigs? Is the “truth” of these images in anyway affected by
development in the documentary is giving “a the fact that Flaherty’s film was funded by an oil company?
representation of the truth.” But this answer only raises
With all this doubt about the “truth” in modern
other questions like whose representation of the truth? documentaries, do we have to go back to the cinema
When truth is called into question it can evoke a large verite technique to ensure that “truth” and “reality” are
scale loss in faith both in the author of the untruth and in being captured? Is a moving camera capturing people
the medium that the untruth is presented.
“warts and all” as they go about their daily lives the only
“true” documentary? But even here decisions have to be
made on what to capture and what not to, and how to
edit the rushes into a coherent (dare I say) “story.”
So finally what do we know? We know there is no
commonly agreed definition of a documentary film or
video; mainly because as a genre it is still evolving. We
also know that “truth” and “reality” in documentaries are
relative to the purpose and dramatic content. Is the
documentary, as Grierson originally visualized it, the only
“true” documentary? If so, are all the modern derivatives
at best “doudramas” or “drama-taries”? To answer these
and many other questions I can best only quote a line
from one of Bob Dylan’s songs:
….. I can’t think for you. You will have to decide.

It’s probably a long time ago that you gave your email address to head office and some of the email addresses
are no longer current. This makes it a little difficult for the committee to keep in touch and to forward out
information about competitions etc.
If you have received this email direct from the editor then we have your current email address.
If you have received it from a third party, such as a club secretary or friend, could you please let us have you
current email address.
Please send any email address amendments to:
pipcritten@googlemail.com
Many thanks for your help.

WWW.

HMAS Sydney commissioned at sea
Arri Trinity | Meet The Worlds Most Advanced
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gMbHELih1S8&f Camera Stabilizer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JLbVQNS74w
eature=youtu.be

THE FAKE ARRI TRINITY (ITS AWESOME!)
Some of Buster Keaton's most amazing stunts
COLORIZED

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_PLhgMY3B8

https://youtu.be/LCtIoCuJGsw

The little chef - very clever animation and overhead
projection.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBJEP4lsRFY

Brilliant editing
https://www.facebook.com/akellerman/videos/1022
3963648344243/UzpfSTczMjcwNTQ3NDoxMDE2NDIzMz
k2MDExMDQ3NQ/

The SoCo Website can be found here: http://iacsoco.webs.com/
Chairman: Vacant
Email:
Vice Chairman: Tony Colburn
Email: tony.colburn.soco@gmail.com

MR T. WILLIAMS, Ringwood

Secretary/Treasurer: Eileen Colburn
Email: eileen.colburn.soco@gmail.com
Competition Officer: Vacant
Email:
Webmaster: Vacant
Email:
SoCo News Editor: Pip Critten
Email: pipcritten@googlemail.com
Council Members
Brian Hibbitt – Reading
Ivan Andrews – Teignmouth
John Simpson – Weymouth
Julian Baldwin - Bristol
Lee Prescott – Stonehouse
Michael Collinson – Isle of Wight
Susan Cockwell – Bristol

The SoCo News Archive an be found
at either:
http://www.theiac.org.uk/iac/regions/soco/soco.htm
Pip’s SoCo News Archive

To have your event featured in SoCo News drop an email to

pipcritten@googlemail.com

For a full list of national and international events
Click Here
Please note: Articles and opinions published in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the Editor,
SoCo Committee or the IAC. The Institute of Amateur Cinematographers is a Company Limited by
Guarantee, incorporated in 1932, registered in England No. 00269085

Copy Deadline for Nov - Dec 2020 Issue
To reach Editor by 15th October 2020

